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Terrorism and Public Safety Policing: Implications for the Obama PresidencyCRC Press, 2009
A Pragmatic Answer to the Systematic Change Already Underway

The trends, data, and battle-tested logic do not lie. A perfect storm of extremist ideologies is on the horizon that threatens to challenge the current state of public safety—forcing police chiefs, public administrators, and security...
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Ultraviolet Light in Food Technology: Principles and Applications (Contemporary Food Engineering)CRC Press, 2009
The production of environmentally friendly, sustainable, chemical-free food continues to challenge the food industry, spurring on investigations into alternative food processing techniques that are more sophisticated and diverse than current practices. Exploring one of these emerging solutions, Ultraviolet Light in Food Technology:...
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Spatial Variation of Seismic Ground Motions: Modeling and Engineering Applications (Advances in Engineering Series)CRC Press, 2009
Taking a multidisciplinary approach, this book provides coverage from seismological and engineering, deterministic and stochastic, as well as physical and mathematical points of view. The author describes the estimation of spatial variability from recorded data, its physical interpretation, and the development of spatial variability/coherency...
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Micronutrients and Brain Health (Oxidative Stress and Disease)CRC Press, 2009
Under the direction of leading experts in oxidative stress, this book addresses cutting-edge areas of research regarding micronutrients and the brain: It discusses identification of brain-specific micronutrients that support function and molecular mechanisms underlying neuroprotectant activity. The book covers age-related metabolic pathways,...
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Advances in Chromatographic Techniques for Therapeutic Drug MonitoringCRC Press, 2009
For drugs with a narrow therapeutic index, therapeutic drug monitoring methods are essential for patient management. Although immunoassays are commercially available for many drugs and most laboratories use these assays for routine therapeutic monitoring, they have many limitations which hinder their efficacy. Providing practical guidelines for...
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Renewable Resources and Renewable Energy: A Global ChallengeCRC Press, 2006
As energy demands continue to surge worldwide, the need for more efficient and environmentally neutral energy production also becomes increasingly apparent. Renewable Resources and Renewable Energy: A Global Challenge presents a well-rounded perspective on the development of bio-based feedstocks, biodegradable plastics, hydrogen...
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Handbook of Optical Metrology: Principles and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2009
The field of optical metrology offers a wealth of both practical and theoretical accomplishments, and can cite any number of academic papers recording such. However, while several books covering specific areas of optical metrology do exist, until the pages herein were researched, written, and compiled, the field lacked for a comprehensive...
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Cloud Computing: Implementation, Management, and SecurityCRC Press, 2009
Cloud Computing: Implementation, Management, and Security provides an understanding of what cloud computing really means, explores how disruptive it may become in the future, and examines its advantages and disadvantages. It gives business executives the knowledge necessary to make informed, educated decisions regarding cloud...
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Introduction to Information Theory and Data Compression, Second EditionCRC Press, 2003
An effective blend of carefully explained theory and practical  applications, this text imparts the fundamentals of both information  theory and data compression. Although the two topics are related, this  unique text allows either topic to be presented independently, and it  was specifically designed so that the data compression section  requires...
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RFID and Sensor Networks: Architectures, Protocols, Security, and IntegrationsCRC Press, 2009
The escalating demand for ubiquitous computing along with the complementary and flexible natures of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have sparked an increase in the integration of these two dynamic technologies. Although a variety of applications can be observed under development and in practical use, there...
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Organizational Assessment and Improvement in the Public SectorCRC Press, 2009
Calls for performance measures and metrics sound good, but public sector organizations often lack the tools required to assess the organization as a whole and create true change.In order to implement an integrated cycle of assessment, planning, and improvement, government agencies at all levels need a usable framework for organizational...
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Supply Chain Project Management. Second Edition (Resource Management)CRC Press, 2009
Improving supply chain efficiency, especially in today’s unsettled business climate, requires that managers go beyond doing business as usual. They must apply inspiration and perspiration in a structured, collaborative, and measurable approach that blends project management with supply chain management knowledge and practice:
...
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